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This paper describes the Korean commercial sex market in the U.S. beyond massage parlors. Prior to this
study, the U.S. anti-trafficking efforts have heavily focused on combating massage parlors to fight prostitution
and sex trafficking of Korean women in the U.S. This paper introduces the shift of trends taking place within
the Korean sex market as a result of changing culture and policies. It then introduces various brothel models
exploiting Korean women in the U.S. It also brings a more holistic view of the Korean sex market in the U.S.
by relying on primary and secondary sources available in both Korean and English languages. The sources
include interviews with law enforcement, Korean and American news articles, Korean non-governmental
organization (NGO) reports that included interviews with victims, and the U.S. federal cases involving
Korean prostitution and sex trafficking. Lastly, this paper examines the current challenges for the U.S. anti-
trafficking efforts because of their insufficient understanding of the U.S. Korean sex market.
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the Korean commercial sex market in the U.S. beyond massage par-
lors. Prior to this study, the U.S. anti-trafficking efforts have heavily focused on combating 
massage parlors to fight prostitution and sex trafficking of Korean women in the U.S. This 
paper introduces the shift of trends taking place within the Korean sex market as a result 
of changing culture and policies. It then introduces various brothel models exploiting Ko-
rean women in the U.S. It also brings a more holistic view of the Korean sex market in the 
U.S. by relying on primary and secondary sources available in both Korean and English 
languages. The sources include interviews with law enforcement, Korean and American 
news articles, Korean non-governmental organization (NGO) reports that included inter-
views with victims, and the U.S. federal cases involving Korean prostitution and sex traf-
ficking. Lastly, this paper examines the current challenges for the U.S. anti-trafficking ef-
forts because of their insufficient understanding of the U.S. Korean sex market.  
KEYWORDS 
Korean, United States, prostitution, sex trafficking, commercial sexual exploitation, 
massage parlor, norabang, doumi service, room salon, residential brothel, plastic surgery, 
law enforcement, massage parlor regulations, immigration policy, illicit market, 
economy, visa fraud 
“[The doumi manager] told me that if I sell my body, he will pay off my 
debt sooner because I will get paid $500 a night. I really don’t want to 
prostitute… But, if I tell him no, he tells me to pay off my debt right away. 
I am not allowed to go anywhere. I am only allowed to go outside once a 
week with other doumi women” (The Reality of Prostitution, 2004). 
nti-trafficking organizations often describe Korean commercial sexual ex-
ploitation in the United States as primarily taking place in storefront broth-
els such as massage parlors. For instance, throughout the first decade of the 
21st century, many anti-trafficking advocates and law enforcement officials re-
ported that Korean women were trafficked from South Korea to the U.S. to be 
exploited in massage parlors. However, massage parlors are only a segment of the 
commercial sex market exploiting Korean women in the U.S. Little is known about 
various brothels exploiting Korean women in the U.S. This limited understanding 
of the Korean commercial sex market and the operational tactics of perpetrators 
A 
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makes it difficult for law enforcement and non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) to crack down on crime effectively.  
This paper aims to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the Korean 
commercial sex market operating in the U.S. today. After reviewing earlier re-
search focusing on storefront models such as massage parlors, this paper will pro-
vide information on other forms of exploitation, including room salons, doumi 
services, and residential brothels. It will also explore current trends taking place 
within the Korean sex market in the U.S. Lastly; this paper will discuss shortcom-
ings that U.S. anti-trafficking organizations, advocates, and law enforcement face 
due to a limited understanding of the Korean commercial sex market operating in 
the U.S.  
Earlier Organization – Massage Parlors 
Scholars in the past investigated sex trafficking in massage parlors throughout 
the U.S. In 2008, Lim and Yoo shed light on 14 Korean women prostituted in mas-
sage parlors in the late 1990s and early 2000s. The study revealed that 60 percent 
of women were voluntarily smuggled into the U.S. (Lim &Yoo, 2008, p. 24). One 
woman reported that she entered the U.S. on a student visa and another woman 
said that she entered the U.S. on a short-term tourist visa (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 21-
24). Additionally, friends or acquaintances recruited 54 percent of the women to 
work in massage parlors, and 85.5 percent of the women admitted to staying in the 
U.S. illegally (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 25). Fifty percent responded that they “had a 
job outside the sex or entertainment industry,” and only one woman said that she 
worked as a prostitute in South Korea (Lim &Yoo, 2008, p. 23). Sixty-four percent 
of the women alleged that they did not know they would engage in prostitution in 
the U.S. before leaving South Korea, and 54 percent reported that they were forced 
into prostitution after arriving the U.S. (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 27).  
The women said that they were subjected to coercion or force for the purpose 
of prostitution at some point (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 35). Fifty-four percent stated 
that they were forced to engage in prostitution in the U.S. while others stated that 
they were coerced into sex related work in South Korea or Japan before entering 
the U.S. (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 35). In sum, seventy-two percent of the women said 
that they were subject to force or coercion (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 35).  
The study shed light on cultural, political and socio-economic factors that 
pushed the women into prostitution in South Korea and the U.S. (Lim & Yoo, 2008, 
p. 30). Women in South Korea face gender discrimination in the labor market and 
limited access to legitimate financial services (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 35). The com-
mercial sex market remains one of the few economically viable options for Korean 
women, as prostitution allows women to earn wages and pay off debts accrued with 
an exorbitant amount of interest (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 35). In 1997, the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) imposed neoliberal reforms to South Korea’s financial 
market (Crotty & Lee, 2006, p. 382). Consequently, the country adopted high-
interest rates and a stringent fiscal policy leaving many Koreans with limited ac-
cess to financial services (Crotty & Lee, 2006, p 382). Individuals in need of loan 
services turned to the informal financial sector, which expanded from 3,000 com-
panies in 1997 to 17,000 registered companies and 52,000 to 62,000 unregistered 
companies in 2007 (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 34). The study revealed that private fi-
nancing in South Korea reached $175.5 million in outstanding loans in 2006 (Kim, 
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2007). Private loan sharks imposed interest rates exceeding 200 percent per an-
num along with lending strategies to ensnare borrowers into a vicious cycle of debt 
(Kim, 2007). Nonetheless, the South Korean government provided no legal or in-
stitutional framework to protect borrowers against loan sharks. It also did not 
maintain a framework for personal bankruptcy for borrowers at the time of this 
research (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p. 34). Therefore, private loan sharks used debt as a 
way to entice women into entering the commercial sex market domestically and 
internationally (Lim, 2008, p. 34).  
In 2009, a survey of massage parlor managers, sex trafficking victims, and 
prostituting women shed light on women’s demographics, religious backgrounds, 
marital statuses and employment histories prior to entering the U.S. It also 
analyzed criminal network models and illegal activities that occurred in massage 
parlor networks throughout the U.S., including money laundering, smuggling, and 
bribery. The study estimated the size of the Korean massage parlor economy in the 
U.S. and calculated the yearly earnings of massage parlor managers and prosti-
tuted women. For instance, massage parlor managers earned between $500,000 
and $1,000,000 each year (Jang, Choo, & Choi, 2009, p. 82). At the time of the 
study, all of the sex trafficking victims and prostituting women were staying in the 
U.S. illegally. Korean women entered the U.S. from South Korea with legal visas to 
engage in prostitution and stayed in the U.S. after their visas expired (Jang et al., 
2009, p. 78). Sixty-seven percent of women said that they entered the U.S. to pay 
off debts accrued in South Korea (Jang et al., 2009, p. 82), and many of the women 
stated that they would like to own and operate their own massage parlors in the 
U.S. (Jang et al., 2009, p. 87).  
The study also analyzed the 2006 Federal case, Operation Cold Comfort, which 
provides information on the multi-layer criminal business model of the Korean 
massage parlor network in the U.S. The case included the arrests of 30 parlor own-
ers, two managers, five delivery brokers, and two financial agents. In this case, 
massage parlors were located in multiple states, including New York, Maryland, 
Washington D.C. and Pennsylvania (Jang et al., 2009, p. 84), and the criminal net-
work involved upheld relational ties, such as family and neighborhood connec-
tions. One individual owned nine massage parlors; however, he rarely visited each 
establishment. Each massage parlor had a different owner on paper (Jang et al., 
2009, p. 86). A financial broker laundered money by using his wife as a middleman 
to transfer funds through the Hawala system, an ancient Muslim remittance sys-
tem in which a person instructs another person in a remote area to pay a final re-
cipient (Jost & Sandhu, n.d.). According to Jang et al., Hawala is also a method 
used for financing terrorism (Jang et al., 2009, p. 87).  
Jang et al. examined massage parlor owners’ operational methods. For in-
stance, massage parlor owners throughout the U.S. bribed law enforcement, col-
lected information on law enforcement tactics, closed old and opened new massage 
parlors, instructed taxi drivers and agents to transport women to and from mas-
sage parlors, and provided condoms and other necessities for sexual services. Own-
ers drafted false legal documents to recruit women from brokers and rotated 
women every three to four weeks to keep faces fresh in brothels. Moreover, two 
women reported that they received breast augmentations by way of plastic surgery 
upon the request of owners and buyers (Jang et al., 2009, p. 86). 
Analysis of American news articles on Korean prostitution suggests that media 
may be painting a slanted picture of the U.S. sex market exploiting Korean women. 
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Although Korean media reports on various brothels exploiting young Korean 
women in their 20s, many American news articles do not reflect the same phenom-
enon (Prostitution widespread among Norabang, 2009; Bue, 2014; Bue, 2016; Lee, 
2014). Instead, American news articles on Korean prostitution suggest that the age 
of Korean victims in parlors is much older. For instance, in this study, 34 online 
articles reported between 2006 and 2016 were collected on Korean prostitution, 
and 75 percent of them reported the arrests of women in their 40s. Thirty-seven 
percent of women arrested in massage parlors between the ages of fifty and sixty, 
and only 25 percent of the women arrested who were prostituting in massage par-
lors were between in the ages of 30 and 40. However, only three articles advertised 
women in their twenties, and these arrests were made at residential brothels or 
doumi services, rather than in massage parlors or other storefront brothels (Jack-
man, 2011; Fisher et al., 2012; Green, 2016). This collection of news articles 
suggests a shift in the age demographics among women prostituted in Korean 
massage parlors in the U.S. Although mainstream U.S. media, like San Francisco 
Chronicles, report stories of sex trafficking victim in early 20s in 2006, this 
collection of new articles shows no arrests of women in their twenties for 
prostitution at massage parlors or storefront brothels (May, 2006; Kelsi, 2014).  
The studies and news media analysis above provide insight on the sexual ex-
ploitation of Korean women in the U.S. in massage parlors. However, it is im-
portant to illuminate additional aspects of the Korean commercial sex market in 
the U.S. to fully understand and combat ongoing sexual exploitation and criminal 
activities.  
New Trafficking Techniques 
Unlike massage parlors, scholars have not investigated other venues for Ko-
rean commercial sex in the U.S. prior to this study. Therefore, this study relies on 
newspaper reports and internet website content advertising Korean commercial 
sexual services in the U.S. This study also relies on both Korean and English 
sources to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the Korean 
commercial sex market in the U.S. This study relies on Korean NGO reports 
quoting interviews with Korean victims exploited through commercial sex. It ana-
lyzes Korean media reports on interviews with Korean women, taxi drivers, a pa-
tron, and other individuals involved in the Korean commercial sex market in the 
U.S. For instance, an interview with Bue Sohyun, a Korean journalist, suggests that 
prostitution in the Korean American community is a widely known phenomenon. 
Bue, a general manager of a major Korean media, JTBC Los Angeles Office, who 
resided in a Korean community also interviewed Korean women in prostitution in 
the U.S. (Bue, 2016; Bue, 2014). Bue stated that prostitution in Korean American 
communities has always been a problem and she reported on newly emerging 
trends in the Korean commercial market in the U.S. (personal communication, 
June 1, 2017).  
Visa and Identity Fraud  
Perpetrators who exploit Korean women often rely on fraudulent visas to com-
mit illegal activities. In U.S. v. Won in 2011, Taesan Won arrived in the U.S. with a 
tourist visa. A few months later, he applied for a student visa to extend his stay in 
the U.S. Even though Won’s student visa prohibited him from working in the U.S., 
he operated a doumi business that employed Korean women (U.S. v. Won, 2011). 
Won’s visa fraud is not an isolated incident. In 2012, Miyoung Roberts was sen-
tenced two years in prison for committing immigration fraud (ICE, 2013). Roberts 
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arranged for more than a dozen women to enter the U.S. illegally to engage in com-
mercial sex. She also recruited a man to act as her co-conspirator who obtained 
citizenship through a sham marriage. When the women arrived in the U.S. from 
South Korea, Roberts arranged for their employment in room salons in Texas, New 
York, Colorado, and New Jersey (ICE, 2013). During the same year in another 
state, English language school officials and a Korean publisher were indicted for 
issuing fraudulent student visas to bring women into the U.S. to work at local bars 
and room salons (English Language School Officials, 2013). School officials in-
cluded the owner of the Korea Times Atlanta (Georgia Asia Times, 2013) and other 
networks of individuals. Another defendant provided false passports, I-94 forms, 
bank account statements and additional documents to obtain F-1 student visas to 
bring women to the U.S. to work in room salons in California (English Language 
School Officials, 2013). In Hawaii in 2012, a broker was arrested possessing multi-
ple passports and identity cards. After entering the U.S. with a tourist visa in 1998, 
Young Mo Sung obtained several Korean passports and Korean American identity 
cards to launder more than $5 million from Los Angeles to Hawaii for women pros-
tituted in massage parlors and hostess bars (Dooley, 2012). On one occasion, Sung 
obtained a false passport and visa from another broker to travel to Chicago with a 
group of people to take a driver’s license exam (Dooley, 2012). This evidence shows 
that brokers performing adjacent criminal activities are vital to the operation of 
the Korean commercial sex industry in the U.S. 
Korea’s Labor Industry Impact  
Korean newspapers reveal that Korea’s domestic labor market encourages 
young people to study abroad, causing Korean youth to become vulnerable to com-
mercial sexual exploitation. According to the Korean media, South Korea’s em-
ployment industry encourages young Koreans to study in the U.S. and in other 
countries to acquire better job opportunities (Noh, 2016; Yoon, 2011). In this study, 
the researcher found that advertisements are selling Korean women in their early 
20s for commercial sex in the U.S. on Backpage.com (Backpage.com, 2016). Addi-
tionally, a college student posted a message on a commercial sex industry forum in 
Korea looking for women to accompany her to enter the U.S. to engage in prosti-
tution in December 2016 (Anonymous, 2016). The student said that she wanted to 
partake in commercial sex in the U.S. to pay off her college tuition during winter 
break (Anonymous, 2016). Some brokers also use F-1 student visas as a way to traf-
fic women into the U.S (Eun, 2009). Other victims enter the U.S. with F-1 student 
visas and become doumi or room salon hostesses to fund the cost of study abroad 
programs (Report on Korean Prostitution, 2012).  
Plastic Surgery 
A recent increase in the popularity of plastic surgery in South Korea has led to 
an increase in plastic surgery in the Korean commercial sex market in the U.S. In 
Korean culture, people believe that physical attractiveness leads to better 
employment opportunities and happier lives (McMar, 2015; Baer, 2015; Makeup 
grows in popularity among, 2012). According to Dr. Choi Hang-Seok, a Korean plastic 
surgeon treating 10,000 patients every year, Koreans believe that better-looking 
people have more employment opportunities as employers require all potential 
employees to include photos in their resumes (Baer, 2015). Such a phenomenon 
also influences the Korean commercial sex market (A Man sold Korean women, 
2006; Yoo et al., 2016). Some women in prostitution endure plastic surgery volun-
tarily, while others receive plastic surgery at the request of johns or pimps (Jang et 
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al., 2009; Moon, 2015). In other cases, perpetrators use plastic surgery as a mech-
anism to recruit young women into the commercial sex market or to drive victims 
already being sexually exploited into deeper debt (Yoo et al., 2016; Lee, 2016). Ko-
rean media reports also reveal that Korean women in prostitution in the U.S. often 
endure plastic surgery (Yoo et al., 2016; Jang et al., 2009; L.A. Korean prostitution, 
2013). A 2006 report stated that brothel owners forced women into debt by pres-
suring them into having plastic surgery (A Man Sold Korean Women, 2006). Ad-
ditionally, in 2013, police arrested a network of brothel owners who forced women 
into prostitution in Los Angeles, New York, and Hong Kong. One manager in Los 
Angeles coerced women into enduring plastic surgery, advertised women online 
for sex and arranged commercial sex transactions with Johns at hotels (L.A. Ko-
rean Prostitution, 2013). Furthermore, in the Jang et al. study, two women re-
ported that they received breast augmentations at Johns’ and managers’ requests 
(Jang et al., 2009, p 86). However, the study did not indicate whether the women 
received plastic surgery in South Korea or the U.S.  
Websites that recruit women into the Korean commercial sex industry also ad-
vertise financial services that offer to help finance plastic surgery and the cost of 
living during recovery periods (Yoo et al., 2016; Badalba.com, 2017). Advertise-
ments target young women who want to have plastic surgery but cannot afford 
procedures. Loan sharks provide funding with high-interest rates to cover the cost 
of procedures, so women end up in debt, which they are forced to pay off through 
prostitution. Additionally, online advertisements often publicize women’s breast 
sizes as C or D. However, a study in 2013 revealed that the average breast size of 
Korean women was 87.04 centimeters, a size equivalent to the U.S. bra size A cup 
(Cho & Kim, 2012).  
Reports by Korean nonprofits also provide a greater understanding of how traf-
fickers use plastic surgery as a mechanism to lure young women into debt bondage 
or drive sex trafficking victims into deeper debt for the purpose of prostitution. 
Although reports are based on interviews with Korean women in prostitution in 
the U.S., they reveal that business trends in Korean communities in the U.S. often 
mirror those that take place in South Korea (Ofek et al., 2015; Ramirez, 2017). For 
instance, in 2016, the director of Korea Women’s Home, a shelter providing ser-
vices to victims of sexual exploitation in South Korea, identified plastic surgery as 
one of the three main mechanisms used for sexual exploitation under debt bond-
age, along with drugs and alcohol (Lee, 2016). Lee shared stories about clients who 
amassed large debts after being pressured by madams into receiving plastic sur-
gery 
(Woman #9): Botox injection(s) (facial), breast augmentation(s), nose 
lift(s), and eyelid lift(s) are normally expected. The surgery cost(s) range 
between $10,000 and $30,000, and you generally have to prostitute to pay 
off that debt. But you can never say no to your madam. If you do, she’ll 
never let you see the Johns, then you’ll never pay off your debts, period. 
Even if you don’t see Johns one day, it gets you in trouble (because of com-
pound interest rates) (Lee, 2016, p. 69) 
 (Woman #10): I thought I almost paid off my debt (in) less than three 
years, (but) my madam asked me to get surgery for (a) breast augmenta-
tion. I had to borrow $20,000 from a loan shark, and I found out that the 
surgery only cost $10,000. I think that the rest of $10,000 was for the 
madam for brokerage fees. That’s how madams make money when girls 
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receive plastic surgery. But, you can’t say no to your madam. If you say no, 
she’ll never let you have a table or a room to see the Johns. Then, your 
interest rates and debt amount (increases) every day, and you’ll never get 
out of the debt (Lee, 2016, p. 69).  
(Woman #11): “The most expensive surgery is called “dental lamination.” 
– It’s a dental plastic surgery that is supposed to make your teeth look like 
those of celebrities or TV personalities. The cost of the surgery ranges be-
tween $10,000 and $20,000. And, you can’t really work for a month during 
the recovery, so the cost of living expenses for that recovery month is 
added to your debt. But you really can’t say no when your madam asks you 
(Lee, 2016, p. 69).  
In 2016, E-loom, a nonprofit that assists women in the commercial sex industry 
in South Korea, reported that loan sharks used plastic surgery to recruit women 
for prostitution (Yoo, Chong, Won, & Kim, 2016). Loan sharks and pimps lured 
and trapped women in prostitution by way of deceptive offers, such as plastic sur-
gery (Yoo et al., 2016, p. 6). According to one report, one of E-loom’s clients was 
recruited through an online advertisement, which offered to finance the cost of 
plastic surgery for women. At that time, the client was looking for a way to pay for 
plastic surgery, as she wanted to pursue a career in the television industry. During 
an initial meeting, the loan shark told the woman that she could pay off the plastic 
surgery loan if she maintained a high paying part-time job for two months after 
receiving the surgery. He introduced her to a plastic surgeon that recommended 
cheekbone reduction, a breast augmentation, eyelid surgery, a nose lift, and a chin 
reduction (Yoo et al., 2016, p. 6). The surgery cost $22,000, and she financed 
$12,000 with the help of the loan shark, and she paid the remaining balance 
through daily installments (Yoo et al., 2016, p. 6). She later discovered that the loan 
shark worked as a broker for plastic surgeons, and the plastic surgeon paid the loan 
shark 30 percent of the profits he made (Yoo et al., 2016, p. 7). The loan shark 
brought the woman to a room salon to pay off her debt, where she was told that 
she had to pour drinks for the customers. However, she was forced to engage in 
prostitution against her will to pay off her loan. The woman’s loan, along with high-
interest rates, increased from $22,000 to $70,000, which required her to file for 
bankruptcy (Yoo et al., 2016, p. 8). 
Immigration Policy Impact  
Korean news reports, a legal case, and additional studies reflect the impact of 
changing U.S. immigration policies on Korean prostitution in the U.S. (Jang et al., 
2009; United States v. Kim et al., 2016, p. 10; Kang, 2013; Choi, 2015; Lee, 2016; 
Park, 2013; Moon, 2014; Bue, 2016). For instance, before 2008, traffickers worked 
with smugglers to traffic women into the U.S. through Canada and Mexico (Han, 
2012). However, in 2008, the U.S. government implemented the visa waiver pro-
gram, allowing South Korean nationals to travel to the U.S. for up to three months 
without a visa (Yu, 2008). As a result, more traffickers sent Korean women to the 
U.S. using the visa waiver program to engage in prostitution (Kim, 2011). Some 
women overstayed their visas and disappeared into Korean communities in the 
major cities across the U.S. (Bue, 2016). Women trafficked in South Korea or Japan 
are also re-trafficked in the U.S. by way of the visa waiver program (Hwang, 2016). 
In one case, traffickers disguised sex trafficking victims as tourists by instructing 
them to speak and act in certain ways to avoid being detected by immigration law 
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officers at airports. The women were given cameras and tourist brochures to ap-
pear as though they were entering the U.S. willingly (Women Prostituted Abroad, 
2016).  
New Prostitution Models 
Korean perpetrators prostitute Korean women in the U.S. in various brothel 
models, such as hostess bars (room salons), doumi services, high-class escort ser-
vice (GFE brothels), and residential brothels. They often replicate successful busi-
ness models operating in South Korea in the U.S. (Ofek, Kim & Norris, 2015). Thus, 
the following section analyzes business models and tactics used by Korean traffick-
ers to exploit women in the U.S. 
Hostess Bars (Room Salons) 
Hostess bars or room salons are one of the oldest and most well-known busi-
ness models in the Korean commercial sex industry (Choi, 2006, p. 105; Hong, 
2005). Women working in hostess bars are forced into debt bondage for the 
purpose of prostitution. Brokers impose loans upon women trafficked from South 
Korea into the U.S. to cover the cost of their travel expenses. Women are told that 
they will work for madams in hostess bars and that they have to serve expensive 
appetizers and drinks to customers who spend between $1,000 and $2,000 a night 
on food and beverages. Initially, they are often told that they do not have to pros-
titute themselves to pay off their debt. However, many women discover that 
without engaging in prostitution, it is impossible to pay off their debt due to the 
added cost of compound interest rates (Huh, 2012; Moon, 2015; Lee, 2016, p. 69; 
Choi, 2006, p. 105; Hong, 2005; Shin, 2016). Many women are trapped in debt 
bondage in hostess bars in South Korea as well. The executive director of a 
women’s shelter aiding sexually exploited victims in South Korea reported that 
women are prostituted through debt bondage in four out of ten room salons (Shin, 
2016).  
It is unknown how many women are trafficked into hostess bars in the U.S. 
However, an increase in the Korean population in parts of the U.S. has resulted in 
an increase in the number of hostess bars in operation (Chris, 2015; 3-6-9, 2014; 
Ramirez, 2017; Choi, 2012; Shin, 2016; L.A.BamSarang.com; n.d. ; L.A. Bam Alba, 
n.d.; Huh, 2012). Also, hostess bars have a longer history of operating in the U.S. 
than other brothel models (Hong, 2005; Special Report Team, 2012; Chang, 2015).  
Legal cases also demonstrate that hostess bars in the U.S. have been used as an 
avenue for sex trafficking. In 2003, a Korean couple in Queens, New York, owned 
a hostess bar known as Renaissance and recruited women from South Korea to 
work at their business (Yushuvayev v. United States, 2008). Court documents re-
veal that the male trafficker hit or slapped the women and locked them in his resi-
dence. On one occasion, he locked a woman in the basement of his house for two 
days and told her that he wanted to kill and sell her. The woman was released after 
she apologized to him. On another occasion, the trafficker left a threatening 
voicemail on a victim’s cell phone after discovering that she and another victim left 
his house without his permission. When the victims returned they were forced to 
kneel before their trafficker as he “screamed obscenities” and kicked one woman 
in the head until she lost consciousness. One victim also told police that her traf-
ficker tried to force her into prostitution by raping her, and another woman re-
ported that she overheard her manager negotiating the price of her body while on 
the phone with a Chinese brothel owner (Yushuvayev v. United States, 2008). In 
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2015, one woman described her experience working at room salon in Los Angeles. 
While in prostitution in Japan, a broker convinced her that she would earn a higher 
income as a prostitute if she traveled to the U.S. (Moon, 2015). Upon arriving in 
the U.S. her income increased; however, she was forced to spend the majority of 
her money paying off the debt that she owed to brokers and her room salon 
madam. She was also forced to engage in sexual activities with johns against her 
will (Moon, 2015).   
Additionally, online advertisements and news articles demonstrate that a 
number of hostess bars successfully operate throughout the U.S. (L.A. Bam Alba, 
2015; Citivue, 2017). For instance, in 2013 a Korean hostess bar madam was sen-
tenced to two years in prison for recruiting and harboring women to work in host-
ess bars in Colorado, Texas, New Jersey and New York (Chong, 2013). In August 
2016, the Korean Times reported that federal agents shut down two hostess bars 
and arrested fourteen people in Duluth, Georgia (Park, 2016). Furthermore, Ko-
rean hostess bars recruit women for prostitution through online advertisements. 
Websites such as Bamalbaworld.com and LAbamalba.com list hostess bars offer-
ing women high paying jobs. The website New York Bam Alba also lists at least 30 
room salons operating in New York (NY Bam Alba, n.d.). Another website, Citivue, 
features patrons’ reviews of women at hostess bars in New York (Cityvue, 2017). 
An online yellow page ad showing the addresses of Korean American businesses 
lists eighteen room salons operating in Hawaii (Korea Daily Address Book, n.d.). 
The majority of the hostess bars on Korea Daily Address Book are located in Hon-
olulu; however, some of the hostess bars are situated in Wailuku and Waipahu 
(Korea Daily Address Book, n.d.). Websites shed light on the widespread existence 
of Korean hostess bars in the U.S.    
Doumi Service 
While hostess bars function as brothels wherein women are prostituted and 
brokers and madams profit from their earnings, doumi services in the U.S. operate 
as escort services where women act as call girls for sex buyers who hire them for 
entertainment and to perform sex acts at private parties, hotels, or at norabangs, 
which are Korean karaoke bars (L.A. Bamsarang, n.d.; Prostitution Widespread 
Among Norabang, 2009; the Reality of Prostitution in L.A., 2004). Unlike hostess 
bars, doumi services deliver women to various locations upon patrons’ requests. A 
room salon manager in Los Angeles stated that doumi services operate as call girl 
services, and prostitution is more common among doumi women than women in 
room salons in L.A. (Prostitution Widespread Among Norabang, 2009). Depend-
ing on the doumi service agency, women are forced to perform sexual services that 
range from unwanted touching at norabangs to prostitution at residential brothels 
(Cho & Kim, 2016; Norabang doumi lured with, 2014). No scholars to date have 
conducted studies investigating doumi services in the U.S.; however, Korean-
American news articles report on interviews with law enforcement, brothel man-
agers, taxi drivers, and customers in the Korean language.  
A legal case in 2011 reveals how doumi services operate in the U.S. A man by 
the name of Taesan Won, living in Fairfax, Virginia, recruited women from South 
Korea to enter the U.S. illegally to work as escorts for his doumi service Honey 
(United States v. Won, 2011). His partner Kim operated a doumi service known as 
A Plus. Won advertised his doumi service in Korean magazines and transported 
women to local norabangs and other locations after receiving customers’ calls re-
questing escorts. Won charged customers $70 an hour to sing, dance and converse 
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with the women. On average, the women received $50 and the remaining $20 went 
toward Won’s business. However, each woman paid Won an additional $100 each 
week for room and board. Won claimed that his business made $30,000 to 
$40,000 each month, amounting to half a million dollars each year.  
In 2016, the L.A. Korea Daily reported on interviews with doumi service man-
agers and norabang owners (Prostitution Penetrates Korean Town, 2016). In a 
2014 report, a norabang manager said that for every $120 doumi women earned 
for singing and dancing with patrons, they paid doumi service managers $40 (Bue, 
2014). In addition, doumi women are often Korean college students in the U.S. 
hoping to earn enough money to pay their college tuitions and living expenses 
(Prostitution Penetrates Korean Town, 2016; Lee, 2014). One patron reported that 
he was stunned to meet a doumi woman enrolled in a prestigious university in the 
Los Angeles area who told him that doumi services were popular part-time jobs for 
Korean and Korean American students (Lee, 2014). Many Korean Americans in 
their 20s and 30s, often from states in the Midwest, work as doumi women (Pros-
titution Penetrates Korean Town, 2016), and doumi women travel from South Ko-
rea to the U.S. illegally to engage in prostitution in the U.S. (Chang, 2015; Lee, 
2015). Doumi service employers harbor women in apartments and charge them for 
room and board expenses (Lee, 2014; United States v. Won, 2011). Additionally, 
doumi services are often highly profitable, as owners conduct cash transactions 
with customers, profiting from tax evasion (Prostitution Penetrates Korean Town, 
2016).  
In many cases, Korean doumi women are forced into prostitution through debt 
bondage (The Reality of Prostitution in L.A., 2004). During an interview with a 
news reporter, one victim stated that her debt increased from $9000 to $36,000 
after traveling from South Korea to L.A. to work as a doumi. Her doumi manager 
charged her monthly fees for her cell phone, housing and brokerage for her I.D. 
(The Reality of Prostitution, 2004) Another doumi woman stated that her manager 
coerced her into engaging in prostitution to pay off her debt (The Reality of Pros-
titution, 2004). 
[The doumi manager] told me that if I sell my body, he will pay off my debt 
sooner because I will get paid $500 a night. I really don’t want to prosti-
tute… But, if I tell him no, he tells me to pay off my debt right away. I am 
not allowed to go anywhere. I am only allowed to go outside once a week 
with other doumi women (The Reality of Prostitution, 2004).  
In 2015, some women were deceived into coming to the U.S. under the pretense 
that they would receive Hollywood entertainment jobs. However, they were 
coerced into becoming doumi women for prostitution after arriving in the U.S. (Oh, 
2015). Police in Los Angeles arrested brokers who trafficked Korean college stu-
dents to the U.S. for doumi prostitution (Oh, 2015). The women entered the U.S. 
by way of a visa waiver program, which allowed them to travel to the U.S. for up to 
three months. The brokers provided them with a luxurious lifestyle until their visa 
waiver period expired. However, the women were trapped in debt bondage and 
were told that they had to pay off the expense of their luxurious lifestyle, including 
the cost of housing, transportation and food that was offered to them for three 
months. Consequently, the women were forced to become doumi and were pres-
sured into prostitution to pay off their debt (Oh, 2015). Brokers threatened the 
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women that they would tell their families and friends in South Korea about their 
prostitution in the U.S. if they attempted to escape (Oh, 2015). 
Therefore, while doumi services are not widely known to many anti-trafficking 
organizations and law enforcement in the U.S., evidence, as discussed below, re-
veals that doumi services exploit Korean women in the U.S.  
High-Class Online Escort Services (GFE) 
During the past few years, the U.S. commercial sex market for Korean women 
has become more hidden and lucrative. Traffickers have not only continued to 
prostitute women in storefront brothels, such as massage parlors, but have also 
been advertising prostitution online and in indoor brothels to stay under law en-
forcement’s radar. In 2016, U.S. v. Kim et al. provides an example of a new method 
of sexual exploitation called “the girlfriend experience” (GFE). GFE is a sex act that 
includes kissing and not using a condom during sexual intercourse. Although not 
all women in brothels are involved in GFE, in U.S. v. Kim et al., a federal agent 
stated that every brothel retained at least one woman sold for GFE sex acts. Online 
advertisements indicated which women performed GFE activities by placing the 
acronym GFE next to their photographs. Women were shown dressed in lingerie 
with phrases such as “First time in the USA” or “New” next to their images (United 
States v. Kim et al., 2016).  
News articles and online advertisements demonstrate that GFE brothels, such 
as those described in U.S. v. Kim et al. are in operation in other locations through-
out the U.S. In 2012, police in New York arrested a trafficker for prostituting a Ko-
rean woman and other victims (Dooley, 2012). The brothel was situated in a com-
mercial building and the trafficker lured in johns through online advertisements 
on the website “E4A Korea,” which offered GFE services (Fisher, Cunningham, & 
Hutchinson, 2012). Furthermore, online advertisements reveal where GFE broth-
els are located, and GFE brothels charge double the rate that most massage parlors 
charge for commercial sex throughout the U.S.  
Residential Brothels 
Moreover, previous studies offer a limited amount of insight into the opera-
tional methods of residential brothels (Lim & Yoo, 2008, p 52; Jang et al., 2009, p 
28; May, 2007). However, Korean newspapers report on an increasing number of 
incidents in residential brothels through interviews with insiders of the Korean 
commercial sex market. The Korean-American media serves as the main source of 
information on residential brothels because of its ability to access information 
within Korean-American communities, and due to the hidden nature of, and lim-
ited information available on, residential brothels (Bue, 2016; Oh, 2014; Huh, 
2012). For instance, in 2016, a Korean journalist reported on an interview with an 
insider of Korean prostitution in San Francisco. The insider said that residential 
brothels maintain regular customer lists and advertise prostitution on their web-
sites, and brothel owners close and launch website every three months to avoid 
detection by law enforcement. Residential brothel owners also contact Johns per-
sonally to avoid encountering undercover agents (Kim, 2016; United States v. Kim 
et al., 2016). What is more, a news article in 2009 revealed that residential brothel 
owners advertise prostitution on websites such as Craigslist (Kwak, 2009). Evi-
dence also shows that residential brothel owners use a popular smartphone appli-
cation called Kakao Talk to advertise commercial sexual services of Korean women 
to buyers (United States v. Kim et al., 2016; Park, 2013).  
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THE CURRENT PROBLEM 
Korean traffickers use various brothel models to exploit Korean women in the 
U.S. However, evidence reveals that U.S. anti-trafficking efforts may have 
shortcomings due to a limited understanding of the Korean sex market in the U.S. 
This section provides information on the shortcomings in legislation, law 
enforcement investigations, and media reporting on the Korean commercial sex 
market in the U.S. 
Legislative Changes 
Legislative changes in the U.S. have caused a shift to occur in the Korean com-
mercial sex market. During the past few years, some state and local authorities be-
gan regulating massage parlors and licensure for masseuse practitioners to combat 
sex trafficking. In 2009, Texas adopted legislation prohibiting sexually oriented 
businesses, such as massage parlors, from obtaining licenses (Texas Administra-
tive Code, 2009). Additionally, in 2010, Georgia legislators passed a bill to 
strengthen state regulations on massage parlors and masseuse practitioners. The 
bill made it a misdemeanor offense for parlors to offer sexual services, and to ad-
vertise dating, escort, or adult entertainment services along with massage. It also 
made it unlawful for practitioners to offer massage therapy without licenses and 
for massage parlor owners to employ unlicensed massage therapists. The bill gave 
the state Board of Massage Therapy the power to issue, reprimand and deny mes-
sage therapy licenses to licensees. Crimes became punishable by imprisonment for 
a term lasting between one to five years, or a fine of up to $25,000, or both. Board 
of Massage Therapy also gained the power to impose fines up to $500 every time 
licensees were charged with being in violation of their license (SB 364, 2009).  
Since 2007, 38 states have passed legislation regulating massage therapy (Prof-
fitt, 2007). For instance, California passed laws to combat sex trafficking of Asian 
women in massage parlors. In 2014, a law was passed which listed reasons for 
denying massage therapists’ certificates (Gold, 2014). The list comprised of “en-
gaging in sexual suggestive advertisements, engaging in any form of sexual activity 
on the parlor premises, practicing massage therapy with a suspended certificate, 
and attempting to procure a certificate by fraud, misrepresentation or mistake” 
(AB1147, 2013). The legislation also listed reasons for disciplining massage certifi-
cate holders and included phrases including “engaging in unprofessional conduct” 
(AB1147, 2013). In 2014, an amendment to the state provision granted more power 
to local governments to enforce ordinances against massage parlors and massage 
license holders in their own jurisdictions (Feather, 2014). The new law mandates 
that certification applications of registered sex offenders are denied and their cur-
rent certifications are revoked (AB 2194, 2014). These laws allow local officials 
from the City Department of Health to inspect massage parlors. Inspections are 
unannounced and cities have the ability to distinguish between legitimate and ille-
gitimate parlors that are operating as brothels. 
Shortcomings of Massage Parlor Legislation 
Online prostitution advertisements and Korean news reports reveal that legis-
lative changes impacting massage parlors might be causing Korean brothels to hide 
their operations. Korean news articles report an increasing number of brothels op-
erating in hidden locations as a result of strict parlor regulations enforced by local 
law enforcement (Chang, 2015; Lee, 2011). Many parlors also continue to advertise 
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prostitution online through individual websites, even though local jurisdiction 
criminalizes their behavior (Chang, 2015). Therefore, law enforcement needs to 
come up with newer ways of regulating massage parlors to combat the problem. 
Law Enforcement  
Evidence also demonstrates that some federal and local law enforcement offic-
ers may be operating on limited information while combating Korean sex traffick-
ing or prostitution in the U.S. Interviews with law enforcement have offered some 
valuable insight into Korean massage parlor operation; however, many law en-
forcement officials are not aware of other brothel models exploiting Korean 
women. 
 During a 2016 interview a law enforcement officer in Virginia revealed that he 
dealt with prostitution and trafficking in massage parlors for more than ten years; 
however, at the time of the interview, he no longer considered Korean massage 
parlors to be a problem:    
We do not see any young Korean women prostituted in massage parlors 
anymore. It was ten years ago. We got rid of them. We only see Chinese 
women prostituted around this area (Anonymous, Personal Interview, 
April 19, 2016). 
The official said that his state did not require law enforcement to complete anti-
human trafficking training. However, he trains law enforcement in other jurisdic-
tions based on knowledge gained in massage parlor investigations. Yet, he only of-
fers training to those interested in receiving it. Nonetheless, as previously stated, 
the official was not aware that Korean women were prostituted online and in resi-
dential brothels in his district (Anonymous, Personal Interview, April 19, 2016). 
Ironically, his state is listed as a state that mandates or encourages anti-human 
trafficking training for law enforcement (Polaris Project, 2014). This discrepancy 
suggests that states encouraging law enforcement officials to receive training on 
human trafficking may not be doing so effectively.  
During another interview, a retired FBI agent and law enforcement trainer who 
provided anti-trafficking training to law enforcement around the U.S. stated that 
law enforcement often hesitates to invest in anti-trafficking training, especially if 
their state does not mandate it. In states where training is encouraged, the state 
might create an online training module with information on human trafficking; 
however, this does not guarantee that law enforcement will be trained to combat 
traffickers efficiently. He also stated that as a federal agent, he observed that in-
vestigations of trafficking were often dependent upon whether supervisors made 
trafficking a priority amongst other criminal cases. He also alleged that it often 
makes a difference if ten investigators, rather than one in each unit, are designated 
to investigate human trafficking cases. Lastly, he stressed the importance of com-
munity and nonprofit efforts in urging law enforcement to make human trafficking 
a primary concern (Anonymous, Personal Interview, November 4, 2016).  
Another law enforcement official made a similar observation. In his case, he 
was assigned to work in a records department, while another official was put in 
charge of human trafficking. Human trafficking training was not mandated in his 
jurisdiction so it was not considered a priority within his police department. How-
ever, when local nonprofits voiced their concerns, his superior assigned a second 
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officer to investigate human trafficking, regardless of his lack of experience (Anon-
ymous, Personal Interview, September 17, 2014).  
As mentioned above, these officers provided some valuable insight regarding 
sex trafficking in Korean massage parlors. However, they have demonstrated that 
they have little to no knowledge about other Korean brothel models operating in 
the U.S.  
 
The “Push Down and Pop Up” Effect  
An interview with law enforcement in another jurisdiction further reveals the 
need for a better understanding of the Korean commercial sex market in the U.S. 
among law enforcement. During the interview, one law enforcement official stated 
that even when his team shut down one massage parlor suspected of prostitution 
and human trafficking, another massage parlor with a different name would open 
in the same location the next day. He said that this phenomenon has made it al-
most impossible to combat the commercial sexual exploitation of Korean women 
(Anonymous, September 9, 2011). This “push down and pop up” effect occurs when 
a manager or nominal owner, rather than the actual owner of a brothel or brokers 
supporting the network, are arrested. For instance, in 2009, Jang et al., reported 
that brothel owners often hire managers who act as nominal owners or managers 
to run their businesses to avoid law enforcement detection. According to the study, 
one owner ran nine brothels relying on managers. The owner only visited brothels 
once or twice each week to collect the proceeds. Owners also relied on different 
brokers for money laundering, transport or recruitment of women, and condom 
delivery for illegal brothel operations. The owners also hired lawyers to bail out the 
women after they were arrest, and bribed authorities to allow their illegal opera-
tions to continue (Jang et al., 2009, p. 86).  
Another Korean prostitution case in 2006 reveals a similar structure of crimi-
nal networks. In U.S. v Merryman (2006), Diane and Jimmy Han owned two Ko-
rean brothels in South Carolina, but they resided in France. The couple hired a 
manager named Kang to operate their brothels in South Carolina. However, the 
couple only visited South Carolina “sporadically” to “collect proceeds and review 
activities” (U.S. v. Merryman, 2006). Kang also had a driver’s license under the 
name of Diane Han, but with Kang’s photo. (U.S. v. Merryman, 2006). This evi-
dence suggests that commercial sexual exploitation of Korean women is not possi-
ble without perpetrators committing adjacent criminal activities supporting 
brothel operations (Dooley, 2012; Special Report Team, 2012; Jang et al., 2009, p. 
87). Additionally, as investigations of human trafficking are often labor-intensive 
and time-consuming, they normally lead to misdemeanor charges with small fines. 
Therefore, police departments often invest resources into investigating drug traf-
ficking or crimes with harsher penalties. While these crimes warrant serious atten-
tion and investigation, the evidence shows the importance of training law enforce-
ment to be aware of Korean perpetrators’ operational to crack down on crime effi-
ciently. 
Light Penalties for Korean Traffickers 
Limited understanding of the Korean sex market among law enforcement has 
allowed Korean traffickers to face light penalties and small fines after committing 
serious crimes. For instance, in 2011, an owner and manager of a room salon were 
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sentenced to 30 months and 16 months in prison, respectively, for harboring illegal 
aliens (Owner and Madame, 2011). However, since 2007, they profited more than 
four million dollars for prostituting Korean women. Most people with a basic cul-
tural and linguistic understanding of the Korean commercial sex market know that 
room salons are connected to organized criminals committing federal crimes such 
as visa fraud and money laundering (ICE, 2013). Nonetheless, law enforcement did 
not prosecute the owner, the manager or their brokers for committing other 
crimes. Ultimately, this case reveals that law enforcement may not understand the 
entire scope of criminal networks supporting Korean room salons and other 
brothel models operating around the U.S. As a result, traffickers and their brokers 
are left with an incentive to profit from exploiting Korean women through 
commercial sex in the U.S., as they often face minimal consequences.  
Massage parlors and storefront brothels are continuously considered the main 
business model exploiting Korean women (NHTRC, 2016; Dolinsky, 2017; 
Ceneviva, 2017). Although combating the exploitation in parlors is important, the 
evidence above shows that massage parlors are only a segment of the entire Korean 
commercial sex market operating in the U.S.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Commercial sexual exploitation of South Korean women has a long history in 
the U.S. For decades, many law enforcement agencies and NGOs have focused on 
combating storefront brothel models like massage parlors to fight Korean 
commercial sexual exploitation in the U.S. However, an analysis of legal cases and 
Korean American news articles shows that storefront models are a segment of 
entire industry currently exploiting Korean women through commercial sex. Traf-
fickers also constantly change their tactics to avoid law enforcement detection. 
Therefore, today, a limited understanding of Korean commercial sex market in the 
U.S. makes it difficult for NGOs and law enforcement to fight commercial sexual 
exploitation of Korean women. It is pertinent that U.S. authorities understand the 
complete picture of the Korean commercial sex market in the U.S. To do this, law 
enforcement and NGOs must be aware of cultural and linguistic barriers that have 
previously allowed many parts of the Korean commercial sex market in the U.S. to 
remain hidden. Also, law enforcement and NGOs must be aware of trends of hu-
man trafficking that occur between South Korea and the U.S., along with infor-
mation about adjacent criminal activities, victim, and perpetrator characteristics 
that impact how the Korean commercial sex market operates. An overall under-
standing of the illicit sex market exploiting Korean women provides a more com-
prehensive approach to combating trafficking of Korean victims in the U.S.  
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